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Back to Top Springwood United FC Club Contacts.  
 
Football Manager    Chairman 
Damon Dreves     Peter Dempsey 
football@springwoodunited.com.au  chairman@springwoodunited.com.au 
 
Coaching Coordinator    Grading Coordinator 
Dale Wade-Ferrell    Dale Wade-Ferrell 
coaching@springwoodunited.com.au grading@springwoodunited.com.au 
 
Competition Secretary   Managers Co-Ordinator 
Stephen Peters    TBC 
compsec@springwoodunited.com.au  managerco@springwoodunited.com.au 
 
SSF/Mini Roo’s Coordinator   Equipment Officer 
Tenille Weir     Sarah Stevens 
ssf@springwoodunited.com.au  equipment@springwoodunited.com.au 
 
Junior Player Coordinator   Senior Male Player Coordinator 
Johnathon Duck    Chris Batchelor 
jpr@springwoodunited.com.au  snrplayers@springwoodunited.com.au 
 
Female Football Coordinator   Junior Female Player Coordinator       
René Dempsey     Megan Gilchrist 
femalefootball@springwoodunited.com.au juniorfemale@springwoodunited.com.au 
 
Senior Female Player Coordinator 
Annette Harrop 
snrwomen@springwoodunited.com.au 
 
 
 
Up to date Football, Management & Sub Committee members can be found on the 
clubs web page - https://www.springwoodunited.com.au/committees/ 
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Back to Top Coaches Roles and Responsibilities  
Coaches Role 

• Plan, organise and execute on-field activities during training sessions and matches; 
• liaise with the Manager to ensure that all relevant information is communicated to parents; 
• liaise with the club coordinators and other coaches regarding team operations, training 

techniques and ideas; 
• be aware of all issues relating to children’s welfare during training sessions and matches; 
• create a progressive environment that promotes fun and participation in the exercise of sport; 
• adhere to Springwood United policies; 
• lead by example; be timely, supportive and enthusiastic. 

Coaches Responsibilities. 

• Attend the preseason Coaches & Managers meeting; 
• keep informed of any changes including guidelines, playing rules, and responsibilities; 
• keep players and parents informed of all club events, including canteen and park duties that 

occur throughout the season; 
• discuss practice times and location, your expectations, and methods for ongoing 

communication with parents / guardians; 
• ensure playing strips and club issued training equipment is properly maintained and promptly 

returned at the end of the season; 
• ensure you are contactable to all parents / guardians throughout the season; 
• relay any changes to game times, location and/or practice times or locations that may occur 

throughout the season to parents / guardians; 
• ensure only fully registered Springwood United players practice or play in a game; 
• know and comply with the rules of the game for your specific age group; 
• display and encourage good sportsmanship with your players and parents; 
• be courteous and respectful to both official and unofficial referees at all times. 

 

 

"A coach’s responsibility is getting the players playing for the name on the front of the 
jersey, not the one on the back." 
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Our Football Philosophy  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Springwood United FC has adopted a possession based, attack focused philosophy as guided by the 
Football Federation of Australia.   

Our philosophy adopts these basic principles that should be encouraged throughout all ages of play: 

• Dominate the game by controlling possession effectively; possession alone is not the key, 
there needs to be an end result. 

• Patient build-up starting from the back; 
• Break down defence with individual skill and creative combination play; 
• Immediate pressure after losing the possession. Collective pressing defence to retrieve the 

ball as quickly as possible 

We are aiming to not only teach our players the skills of the game but a way of thinking, a collective 
vision for the club. The game has many decisions that need to be made and no one scenario is exactly 
the same as the last. If we are approaching a style of play that is consistent throughout, these decisions 
will be made more effectively on the park. 

This document has been developed to assist coaches of all age groups within Springwood United FC. 
We have taken some key points extracted directly from the Football Federation of Australia’s National 
Curriculum for your reference. 

 

 

A proactive, effective possession based football style with the cutting edge provided by 
creative individuals. 

Defensively the key components are quick transition and intelligent collective pressing. 

The Playing Style is underpinned by a strong ‘team mentality’, working together as a 
unit in both attack and defence. 

Team setting using 1-4-3-3 as the preferred formation 

Back to Top 
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Back to Top 

Back to Top 

Why a Football philosophy?  
 
A football philosophy gives the club a direction across all age groups providing a clear level of 
consistency. Adopting a football philosophy will help define why we do what we do and how we are 
going to do it. It helps define responsibilities to our coaches, our players as well as our members, 
spectators and parents. 
 
Having a method, system and belief that is taught and built upon throughout the various age groups, 
will allow an easy transition for players from team to team.  

Why 1-4-3-3?  
 

• In the 1-4-3-3 formation there are 3 lines with a balanced spread of players over the pitch 
(‘triangles’ of players). This is one of the basic conditions for successful positioning play or to 
put it more simply: this creates a range of other, more ‘logical’, options for youth players. 
Instead of just kicking the ball forward, players almost ‘automatically’ start making 
combinations; 
 

• The 1-4-3-3 formation stimulates the development of creative attacking players; more 
specifically the 3 attackers and the attacking midfielder(s); 
 

• Defensively 1-4-3-3 also has an advantage since pressurising an opponent’s defence line 
(proactive defending!) is easier to do with 3 attackers as it requires less running and is 
tactically less complicated; and 
 

• For youth players, the positions and the attached player tasks are logical, recognizable and 
easy to comprehend. Moreover, every position has a specific number which makes learning 
to play as a team easier. 
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Back to Top The Four Main Moments  
Although football is a very difficult game for players to master, the essence of the game can be very 
simply expressed: 
‘Two teams of 11 players try, within the rules of the game, to win by scoring at least one goal more 
than the opponent’. 
In other words, the purpose of the game is trying to score goals when we have the ball and prevent 
the opponent from scoring when they have the ball. 
 

Any game of football, regardless of formation or playing style, can be divided into 4 phases: 

1. Ball Possession (BP) : this is the phase when our team has the ball and we are attacking; 
2. Ball Possession Opponent (BPO) : this is the phase when the opponent has the ball and we are 

defending; 
3. Transition to defence (BP>BPO) : this is the phase when we lose the ball and must switch from 

attacking to defending; 
4. Transition to attack (BPO>BP) this is the phase when we win the ball back and switch from 

defending to attacking. 

We call these phases the ‘four main moments’ 

This means we must focus on developing teams and players that are able to 
execute this playing style and we therefore look at the main prerequisites. 

 

  

 
Key Points; 

1. Proactive’ rather than 
‘reactive’ 

2. Possession-based’ 
rather than ‘direct 
play’ (eliminate the 
long ball option) 

3. Effective possession’ 
is the key 

4. Creative combination 
play is required to 
break down defences 

5. Unpredictable 
individuals are the 
match winners 

6. Ability to 
counterattack quickly 

7. Commitment and 
mental resilience 

8. Proactive defending 
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Training 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
“A good way of visualising what ‘purposeful practice’ means is to picture something ‘just 

beyond the player’s reach’ or ‘just outside someone’s comfort zone’, so there is a 
challenge but not one that is too difficult.” 
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Back to Top 4 Training Building Blocks 	

 
The Discovery Phase (U/5-U/9) 

Regarding the first Building Block, the points made earlier concerning the development of excellence 
don’t really apply yet and fortunately things are still quite simple. 

What are the characteristics of children in this age bracket? 

• They are still ‘clumsy’ (lack fine motor skills), because they are still developing their 
coordination 

• They have a short span of attention and are quickly and easily distracted 
• They are ‘self-centred’ and not yet able to really work together (so do not ask them to perform 

team play, it is impossible for them!) 
• They play or participate for fun with short bursts of energy and enthusiasm 
• They are unable to handle a lot of information (instructions; feedback) 

What does this mean for training sessions with children this age? 

 
 
Just let them play a lot of varied fun football related games! 
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The Skill Acquisition Phase (U/10-U/13)  

The characteristics of children this age are: 

• They are highly motivated and enthusiastic 
• They are competitive, like challenges and want to show they’re the best 
• They are well balanced and coordinated 
• They are very adaptive to learning motor skills 
• Although still self-centred, they start to learn how to work together 
• They are sensitive to criticism and failure (praise is important) 
• They are physically and mentally ready for a more structured approach to training 

The 4 Core Skills: 

The FFA Skill Acquisition training program focuses upon developing four core skills when in possession 
of the ball. 

1. Striking the ball 
This includes all forms of striking the ball such as short/long passing; shooting and crossing 

2. First touch 
Controlling the ball with all allowed body parts 

3. 1 v 1 
All moves, feints and accelerations to get past and away from an opponent 

4. Running with the ball 
At speed (with a lot of space) or ‘dribbling’ (in tight areas), this includes techniques for 
protecting the ball and changing direction. 
 

These four core skills cover 95% of the actions of any outfield player when in possession of the ball 
during a game of football. The other 5% consists of actions such as heading and throw-ins. 
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The Game Training Phase (U/14-U/17) 
The most important aspect of this age bracket is the fact that these players are in (or entering into) 
the puberty phase which is a phase of radical mental and physical changes. 
 
The main mental characteristics of the puberty phase are: 

• Sudden mood changes 
• Resistance against authority 
• Impulsiveness (first acting then thinking) 
• Accelerated intellectual development 
• Identity search which leads to a desire to be part of a group 

Preparing players for senior football by teaching them to apply the functional game skills in a team 
setting using 1-4-3-3 as the preferred formation. 
Developing tactical awareness, perception and decision-making through a game-related approach to 
training 
 
The Performance Phase (17 years and older) 
The Performance Phase starts when the puberty phase has ended and the growth spurt has come to 
a standstill. Generally this happens around the age of 16, but differs from individual to individual. Girls 
generally reach this point earlier than boys. 
 
Girls and boys diverge in their physical abilities as they enter puberty and move through adolescence. 
Higher levels of the hormone Testosterone allow boys to add muscle and even without much effort 
on their part, get stronger. In turn, they become less flexible. 
 
Girls, as their levels of the hormone Estrogen increase, tend to add fat rather than muscle. They must 
train rigorously to get significantly stronger. Estrogen also makes girls’ ligaments lax which makes 
them more flexible than boys but also more prone to certain injuries such as ACL (Anterior Cruciate 
Ligament) rupture. 
 

• Core Stability strength training is therefore an important training element in the Performance 
phase, especially for girls. However, it’s unnecessary to do that in a gym since Core Stability 
programs can perfectly be done on the pitch as part of the warm-up. This way we avoid losing 
valuable football training time. 
 

• At this stage of development, the young adults are ready for high performance training. 
Coordination is back, the mental balance has been restored and the energy systems of the 
body are now effectively ‘trainable’. 
 
Continued page 12. 
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• This is the moment that football-specific conditioning can start. At an earlier age so-called 
conditioning’ is mostly pointless and generally a waste of time (or even dangerous if 
conducted inexpertly). 

 

This is also the moment that winning really starts to matter. That’s why the purpose of the 
Performance Phase is: 

• Learning how to perform/win as a team; 
• So in the Performance Phase, the coach is very much focused on getting results; and 
• Training, therefore, is centred on fixing specific problems with the team’s tactical 

performance. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

"Luck is what happens when preparation meets opportunity." - Seneca 
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Back to Top The 1-4-3-3 Formation  
Reference: http://www.football-coach.net/4-3-3.html  
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Back to Top 

The best teams are able to adjust their system of play to meet the demands of a game, opponent or 
weather condition. However, before adjusting between systems becomes a possibility, players must 
become experts in the basics of each system and their roles within it. 
 
The 1-4-3-3 is an ideal system to learn because of its tactical flexibility. Minor adjustments in 
positioning and mentality easily allow the system to become a more defensive 4:5:1, or a more 
attacking 4:2:4. These adjustments are easier to make in the 1-4-3-3, especially for younger players, 
than in most other systems. The next several pages detail some of the specifics of the 1-4-3-3 system 
in both attack and defense. 
 
Showing players the patterns of movement in a 1-4-3-3 on paper enhances their understanding of the 
system, and allows for quicker learning on the training field in functional training. It also provides a 
guide and reference for players to return to after the training for continued learning. Players that are 
familiar with the basic concepts of every line in the system, both in attack and defense, will be smarter 
and better prepared to make quick decisions on game day. 
 
 

General Defensive Concepts 1-4-3-3  

 
The general defensive concepts of the game are the same in any system, but they deserve to be 
repeated whenever teaching a new system. 
 

• Pressure must be applied to the ball before defense can begin. Until there is pressure on the 
ball the team must drop towards their own goal. When pressure is applied the team then can 
step and compress space. 

• Pressure must be immediate. 
• Pressure must force that attacker’s vision down. 
• Pressure must make play predictable. 
• Pressure must prevent passing penetration. 

 
Pressure must be accompanied by immediate cover. Covering players are responsible for filling space 
behind the pressure to eliminate the threat of dribble penetration. Quality defending requires a team 
to get numbers up around the ball everywhere on the field. 
 
The team defends together. When pressure is applied, the entire team must step together to stay 
compact. 
 
Space cannot exist between lines on the field, or between pressuring players and the rest of the team. 
The team must also shift across the field together as the ball moves. In general, the team must move 
as one unified block whenever the ball moves. This puts high demands on work rate and coordination. 
 
The team must step and compress space every time the ball moves backwards. On both their own 
clearances and on any back passes played by the opposition the team must step to recover space and 
to eliminate time the opposition has to make decisions. 
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Defense Play of the Back Four: Combination Man/Zone 

Defending in a 1-4-3-3 should be done primarily with zonal defending. In a zonal system, players are 
not solely responsible for marking an individual opponent but instead are responsible for filling areas 
of space and marking any opponents in those spaces. Zonal defending allows the team to keep a better 
defensive shape, and reduces some of the physical demands of man-marking. 
 
Because the 1-4-3-3 does not have outside midfielders, the back four must not play with a sweeper-
stopper system. Instead, the two center backs are always staggered depending on where the ball is. If 
the ball is on the left, the right center back is deeper than the left center back, and vice versa. Playing 
with 2 centerbacks will allow the outside backs to step into wide spaces more effectively defensively—
addressing an inherent weakness within the system. (More on this later.) Inside the penalty box, the 
system switches to purely man-to-man marking. Proximity to the goal does not allow for space to 
zone. 
 
 
Defensive Play of the Midfield Three 

 
The midfield three will also function under zonal principles. However, this group must be much more 
aggressive and attack the ball on defense. Because there are only three midfielders, the work rate of 
these three players is going to be of utmost importance. These three players are primarily responsible 
for the middle vertical third of the field—the area between the sides of the penalty boxes. Wide space 
must normally be covered by outside backs and wingers. 
 
The outside midfielders will be pinched in, so that the midfield works as a tight triangle wherever they 
go on the field. If the outside midfielders get stretched too wide, the team will get beaten up that 
middle, as the central midfielder will constantly be numbers down defensively. 
In the attacking and midfield thirds of the field, this group should force the ball centrally, where the 
team will have numbers up most of the time. Forcing the ball inside will reduce space for attackers to 
play in, and is uncomfortable for most outside backs. Also, turnovers in this area create natural 
counter-attack opportunities. 
 
One player must always be in the “hole” in front of the center backs. This player is most important to 
prevent counters up the middle of the field, and to “protect” the center backs. This player acts partially 
as a screen, preventing balls in to the feet of center forwards. 
 
 
 
 

‘Wasted Time’ is time spent on non-football-specific activities, such as isolated technique 
training or isolated fitness training. Because of this, the season of 6 months may only be 4 

months of actual football! 
 
 
 
 
Coordination between the Backs and Midfield 
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Back to Top 

 
The inherent defensive weakness in the 1-4-3-3 is the lack of outside midfielders. If this outside 
midfield space is not defending appropriately, the team will have major difficulties. 
Because, the midfield three are centrally organized, the outside backs must be prepared to step 
forward into wide midfield spaces and mark the opponent’s outside midfielders when appropriate. 
The outside backs should anticipate these passes to maximize opportunities to intercept them, but 
must never be too high on the field before the ball is delivered! Arriving too early invites passes behind 
the backs. This is a difficult judgment decision, and requires outside backs that are both quick and read 
the game well. 
 
At times a winger, or an outside back, or even a central midfielder may mark the opponent’s outside 
midfielders. The situation will dictate each decision—whoever can provide the pressure quickest 
should do so. However, if central midfielders get pulled wide too often, the team will be beaten up 
the middle of the field. 
 
Defensive Play of the Front Three: High Pressure 
 
The defensive responsibilities of the front three will be first and foremost to pressure the opposition 
as far forward on the field as possible—team defense will begin with these three players. If these 
players cannot keep the ball in front of them, then they must channel it in an obvious direction. Ideally, 
they should force the ball into the middle of the field, preventing a long serve down the sideline. 
 
Once the ball is played past the forwards, the forwards should look to double back on the ball. It is 
especially important that the ball-side winger tracks back defensively to help defend the outside 
midfield space. The center forward may have fewer defending responsibilities in order to be an outlet 
for counter-attacks. 
 
Defensive Summary 
 
In all of these illustrations, you can see that coordination of movement is essential. The team as a 
whole, and each line as a group must adjust and move with the ball across the field. You should also 
see the high concentration of players in the center of the field. The team will be leaving space on the 
far side of the field open, relying on quality pressure to prevent long dangerous switches of play into 
these spaces. This will allow the team to keep numbers up around the ball. 
 
 

 

“Football is a simple game based on the giving and taking of passes, of controlling the ball 
and of making yourself available to receive a pass. It is terribly simple.” - Bill Shankly 

	

General Attacking Concepts 1-4-3-3  
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Attacking width will come from the 3 forwards and the 4 backs. The midfield triangle will primarily 
remain in the center of the field to penetrate centrally, to distribute wide, and to prevent counter 
attacks. The outside backs must be technically competent to attack space on the flanks, and must be 
tactically aware of when and how to overlap into attack. These players should be considered credible 
weapons in buildup and in penetration. 
 
The midfield must play quickly wide or forward to relieve pressure. One attacking midfielder will be 
responsible for late runs into the box on wide services, while the deeper midfielders will be responsible 
for sealing space behind the ball. 
 
The center forward will always be responsible for attacking the near post on crosses. The weak side 
winger will be responsible for far post runs. Players coming from deeper on the field will fill all other 
spaces. 
 
The first option upon winning possession is always to one of the forward players—either a penetrating 
ball into space, or a ball forward to feet. The forward three should always be pushing the restraining 
line as far back as possible. 
 
Starting Positions of the Forward Three 
 
When the ball is on the side - The ball side winger should always stretch the field as wide as possible. 
The center forward should stretch the field as high as possible. The weak side winger will pinch in 15 
– 25 yards in order to create another threat behind the defense, and to give the center forward a 
teammate to play in combination with. 
 
When the ball is central 
 
All forwards should push as high as possible, and the wingers should be as wide as possible. All players 
should look to make runs back to receive the ball at their feet, or diagonally to be played in behind. 
 
Movement Options of the Front Three 
 
There should always be at least one run checking back to the ball. This run can come from the ball side 
winger, the center forward, or both players. Other runs should occur in coordination with this run to 
use space created by defenders pulled out of position. A particularly dangerous run comes from the 
center midfielder recreating length by moving past the center forward when the center forward 
checks back to the ball. 
 
The most dangerous ball is always one played behind the defense, so one run should always look to 
attack or exploit this space. 
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When the wingers receive the ball wide 
 
When a winger receives a ball in a wide position, they must look to attack their defender with speed 
when possible. Several options will be available to combine with other forwards or to play through 
balls behind the defense. In the attacking third, she should be especially confident to beat her mark 1 
vs. 1. 
 
Option 1:  Attack 1 vs. 1 down the side line  
Option 2:  Cut in across the field  
Option 3:  Wall pass with the central forward or attacking CM  
Option 4:  Serve diagonally behind the defense for a weak side runner  
Option 5:  Play to any CM running through or square  
Option 6:  Relieve pressure by playing to the backs 
 
 
 

 

“Every player must have well defined "jobs" in defence and attack.” 
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FFA Model Sessions 
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Back to Top Discovery Phase (U/5-U/9)  
It is important that from the beginning, you communicate to the children and their parents your 
expectations as the coach. You need to establish who runs the session. One of the more challenging 
aspects during this phase will be discipline and how you ensure that each training session is not a 
waste of time for both you and the children.  
 
HINT & TIPS 
 

• One weekly training sessions of 45 /60 minutes  
• Plan your sessions in advance 
• Arrive early and set up the area  
• Give clear, short instructions  
• Demonstrate quickly and efficiently  
• Keep session flowing  
• Vary the activities but keep it simple  
• Be enthusiastic and give lots of praise  
• Encourage after mistakes  
• Be patient  
• Have fun (both kids and you)  
• Keep everyone active (avoid having kids standing around) 
• Use Football terminology when giving instruction (pass, shoot, trap) 
• Ensure football attire (boots and shin pads) are worn during training 

 
 
 

Remember to develop a plan – There is a good chance you will be their 
coach for the next few years. 
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Back to Top Model Sessions - Discovery Phase (U/5-U/9)  
 
Model Session 1 

 
The Beginning: Relays 

• Each player starts with a ball, dribbles around the marker (as shown in diagrams 1 and 2) and 
returns to the start; and 

• Upon returning to the starting point, the next player starts the same pattern with their own 
ball 

 
Guidelines for relays 

• Avoid long queues; 
• Keep players as active as possible (don’t keep them waiting in line for too long); 
• Give the group a quick break for a drink when necessary; 
• All relays in this section can be performed with and without the ball;  
• (the preference is to always use the ball, but it is fine to take the ball out of the relays early in 

the session); 
• The more skill your players acquire, the more the ball should be used and the greater the 

challenges can be; and 
• If there are more than six players, make another lane of cones and keep it to two players in a 

line (this avoids long queues). 
Diagram 1 Diagram 2
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Model Session 1 

 
The Middle: Feather the Nest 

Mark out a triangle with sides 10m–12m long. Three teams of two players are positioned at each 
corner with a cluster of balls in the middle of the triangle. 
The object of the game is to gather as many balls as possible for the corner or ‘nest’ within a set time 
period. 
One player from each team runs to the middle of the triangle to get a ball and dribbles it to their 
corner, or nest, and leaves it there. Their team-mate then does the same. When all the balls in the 
middle of the triangle are gone, players can take them from someone else’s nest. 
 
Players are NOT allowed to stop others from taking balls from their nest 

– No blocking, defending, tackling, etc. No hands! Feet only. 
–  
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Model Session 1 

 
The End: 3 v 3 (or 4 v 4, 5 v 5) Training Game 

Length:  20m–25m 
Width:  14m–18m 
Goal:  2m–3m 

• “Just let them play” 
• No goalkeepers 
• Short games - 3 to 5 mins in length (with regular drink breaks) 
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Model Session 2 

 
The Beginning: Stuck-in-the-mud 

Mark out a 10m × 14m area. Five players try to avoid one player who carries a ball in their hands. 
 
The ball-carrier attempts to tag the runners by touching them with the ball (make sure the ball is not 
thrown and that players aim for the trunk). If a player is tagged, they are ‘stuck in the mud’, and stand 
with their legs wide apart until a team-mate frees them by crawling through their legs. 
 
Each ball-carrier has 30 seconds to tag as many players as possible. 
After 30 seconds, change the ball-carrier. 
 
Progression: 
Ball-carrier dribbles the ball around the field and tags the players with their hand, while keeping the 
ball close to them (if this progression proves difficult for them, make the field smaller) 
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Model Session 2 

 
The Middle: Robin Hood 

Two teams of three split up as shown in the diagram opposite. Each team starts with an equal number 
of balls in their ‘safe’. When the game begins, each team can start stealing balls from their opponent’s 
‘safe’ – there is one ‘thief’ who takes a ball and passes it across the first ‘moat’ to their team-mate; 
they then pass it across the second ‘moat’, to their team’s ‘collector’, who puts it in the team’s ‘safe’.  
 
Meanwhile, their opponents are doing the same with their balls! After a set time period (e.g. two 
minutes), see which team has the most balls in their ‘safe’. The team that passes and controls the balls 
best will have the most balls in their ‘safe’ and will therefore be the winners. 
 
You can’t use your hands – feet only! 
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Model Session 2 

 
The End: Pass to score 

Length:  15m–20m 
Width:  15m 
Goal:  none (make 4 or 5 gates of 1m–2m width inside the area) 

• To score a goal, pass the ball through any of the gates to a team-mate 
• This game encourages passing 
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Model Session 3 

 
Beginning: Relay 

• Each player starts with a ball, and dribbles around the first marker in a full circle (as shown in 
diagram) then dribbles around the second marker, and then returns to the start 

• Upon returning to the starting point, the next player starts the same pattern with their own 
ball 
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Model Session 3 

 
The Middle: Empty it! Fill it! 

Mark out a 14m × 14m square. 
• Players in two teams dribble balls inside the square. Outside the square, each team has two 

lines marked: one for their balls and one for themselves.  
• On the call ‘empty it!’ the teams compete to be the first to empty the square. 
• On the call ‘fill it!’ the teams compete to be the first to get all their balls and themselves back 

in the square. 
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Model Session 3 

 
The End: 4 Goal football 

Length:  20m 
Width:  15m 
Goal: 2 goals (2m wide) on each end-line 

• There are no goalkeepers 
• Goals can be scored in either of your opponents goals 
• This game encourages shooting and scoring 
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Model Session 4 

 
The Beginning: Me and my shadow 

Players get into pairs; one is designated as ‘leader’ and the other as ‘follower’. The ‘leader’ moves 
around the field, changing speed and direction frequently, and perhaps adding a variation here and 
there, such as a jump or a ground touch. The ‘follower’ then copies everything the ‘leader’ does. 
Change roles regularly and also change partners regularly. 
 
Progression: 

• The leader (only) has a ball 
• The leader and the follower both have balls 
• The follower has a ball (this is a difficult progression so instruct ‘leader’ to jog at medium 

speed around the area, with occasional random changes of direction) 
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Model Session 4 

 
The Middle: 1 v 1 Mini Games 

Make three small areas about 10m × 7m. 
Players play 1 v 1 on each mini-field and score by dribbling the ball over the opponents’ line. 
Think of safety when setting up; avoid scenarios where players could dribble into each other by 
allowing buffer zones. Keep rotating so opponents are changed regularly. Rotation also allows a period 
of rest, so control how long rotation takes depending on how fatigued the players seem. You could 
also give some brief hints to the whole group in order to give them a rest. 
Games should be no longer than 1 minute maximum. 
If enough cones are available, progress to a small goal on each end-line for players to score in. 
 
You will also need a good supply of spare balls, as they tend to go everywhere when shooting is 
introduced. 
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Model Session 4 

 
The End: Line football 3 v 3 (or 4 v 4, 5 v 5) 

Length:  20m 
Width:  15m 
Goal: none 

• Usual rules, but method of scoring is to dribble the ball across the opponents’ end line 
• This game encourages dribbling and 1 v 1 skills 
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Model Session 5 

 
The Beginning: Relay 

Each player starts with a ball, and dribbles around the first marker and then cuts the ball, changing 
direction to the left (as shown in diagram 1). Then dribbles around the second marker, and repeats 
the same pattern (but cuts right this time) on the way back. 

• Upon returning to the starting point, the next player starts the same pattern with their own 
ball 

• Variation - instead of all players beginning at the one point, they could be split up at either 
end 

• Player 1 now dribbles around the first marker and then passes the ball to player 2 (as shown 
in diagram 2), who repeats the same movement and passes to player 3 
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Model Session 5 

 
The Middle: Round em’ up 

Five players dribble their balls inside a 10m × 14m area. On your call ‘round ’em up!’ the sixth player 
tries to ‘round up’ all five balls, by kicking them out of the square. 
Allow 30 seconds for players to ‘round up’ as many balls as possible. Take turns so each player has a 
go at rounding up the balls. 
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Model Session 5 

 
The End: 3 v 3 (or 4 v 4, 5 v 5) Training Game 

Length: 20m 
Width: 15m 
Gate: 2m–3m 

• In this game players can score by passing/shooting the ball through either side of the gate, 
from in front or behind 

• “Just let them play” 
• You can play with or without goalkeepers 
• Short games - 3 to 5 mins in length (with regular drink breaks) 
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Model Session 6 

 
The Beginning: Double Trouble 

Two players without a ball link hands and move around the area trying to kick other players’ balls out. 
The other players dribble their balls around the area, trying to avoid having their ball kicked out. 
There are two options for this game: 

• Change the chasing pair when everyone is out (when a player’s ball is kicked out, they fetch it 
then remain outside until that game is over) 

• Change the chasing pair after a set time period by setting the challenge:  
‘How many balls can you kick out in 30 seconds?’ (When a player’s ball is kicked out, they fetch 
it and come back into the area as soon as possible, continuing to dribble and to avoid losing 
their ball) 
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Model Session 6 

 
The Middle: Pairs through the gates 

Mark out an area about 7m × 10m and set up four small gates – two cones about two metres apart. 
The players run around the area in pairs with a ball between them and pass it through the gates to 
each other until they have performed a successful pass through each gate. 
 
The winning pair is the first to pass through every gate and wait outside the area. 
Before moving to the next activity, have a competition to see which pair (one at a time) can pass 
through the most gates in 20 seconds. 
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Model Session 6 

 
The End: Short and wide 

Length: 15m 
Width: 25m 
Goal: 2 goals (2m wide) on each end-line 

• This game develops awareness of space 
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Model Session 7 

 
The Beginning: Figure 8 Relay 

Each player starts with a ball, and dribbles around the first marker and then the second marker in a 
figure 8 type direction (as shown in the diagram); 
Upon returning to the starting point, the next player starts the same pattern with their own ball. 
 
Progressions 

• Players to use their right foot only; 
• Players to use their left foot only; 
• Players to use the inside of their foot only; 
• Players to use the outside of their foot only; and 
• Each group to use one ball only, where the ball is exchanged at each end upon completing the 

figure 8 
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Model Session 7 

 

The Middle: Colour code 

This activity should be arranged in a square 15m x 15m and requires at least three cones of two or 
more colours placed randomly inside the square. 
Players dribble their balls round the outside perimeter of the area. 
Call out a colour and the kids must dribble into the square, around the cone of that colour, and back 
outside the square. The winner is the first one back outside with their foot on their ball. 
Remind players to keep their heads up and watch out for possible collisions. 
Variations: 

• Round all cones of that colour 
• Players to use their right foot only 
• Players to use their left foot only 
• Players to use the inside of their foot only 
• Players to use the outside of their foot only 

There are more possible variations, limited only by the number and colour of your cones, and your 
imagination! 
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Model Session 7 

The End: Dribble to score 3 v 3 (or 4 v 4, 5 v 5) 
 
Length: 15m–20m 
Width:  15m 
Goal: none (make 4 or 5 gates of 1m–2m width inside the area) 

• To score a goal, dribble the ball through any one of the gates 
• This game encourages dribbling 
• Players cannot score in the same gate consecutively 
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Back to Top Model Sessions – Skills Acquisition Stage (U/10-U/13)  
 
First touch Model Session 1 
 
1. Skill introduction 

 
Players in fours (fives is also fine, and is a way of reducing intensity, if required) with one ball between 
them. 2 pairs facing each other 5m-7m apart. The yellow player starts by passing the ball to the orange 
player and following their pass at speed.  
 
The orange player uses their first touch to move the ball away from the yellow player, and with the 
second touch passes to the blue player. The orange player follows their pass and jogs to the back of 
the opposite line. 
 
In example A, the orange player has moved the ball to the right because the yellow player approached 
him/her slightly to his/her left side. 
In example B, the yellow player has moved the ball to the left because the blue player approached 
him/her to his/her right. 
 
The coach can also direct the passer to follow the pass by running directly at the receiver. Therefore 
the receiver has the option of going left or right, ideally the receiver will fake to move the ball in one 
direction, and then with his/her first touch move the ball the other way. 
 
Concluding Competition: 
Which group can complete 10 passes first? 
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First touch Model Session 1 
 
2. Skill training component 

 
Positioning Games with two touches as a mandatory requirement (i.e. first touch = control the ball, 
second touch = pass the ball). 
 
Disallowing a direct pass forces the players to have a good first touch in order to move the ball away 
from the defender(s) and keep possession! 
 
Which positioning game to use depends on the level of the players and ranges from 4 v 1 (easiest), 3 
v 1, 5 v 2 and 4 v 2 (most difficult). 
 
The grid size also depends on the level and capabilities of the players with 15m x 15m as a starting 
point (15m x 20m for the 5 v 2). 
 
The coach can make the exercise more challenging for the players by simply decreasing the space or 
easier by making the grids bigger. 
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First touch Model Session 1 
 
Possible Coaches Remarks 
 

• “Move to support as the ball moves” 
• “Make angles (do not stand in the corners)” 
• “Keep your body open to the field” 
• “Move the ball with your first touch away from the defender(s) “ 
• “Use body feints to disguise your intention” 

 
Competition: which defender(s) forces most mistakes in 1 minute. 
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First touch Model Session 1 
 
3. Skill Game 

 
5 v 5 with the restriction that with every ball contact each player must take two touches. 
 
Disallowing direct play forces the players to have a good first touch in order to move the ball away 
from the defender(s) and keep possession! 
 
The coach can make the game more challenging by simply decreasing the space or more easy by 
making the field bigger or creating a numerical advantage for the team in possession of the ball by 
adding a ‘joker’. 
Return	to	Model	Sessions	
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First touch Model Session 2 
 
1. Skill introduction 

 
In and around the centre circle 3 groups of 4 (or more) players with different colour bibs are positioned 
as follows: 
 

a. The orange players outside the centre circle with a ball each 
b. The blue players outside the centre circle without a ball 
c. The yellow players inside the centre circle without a ball 

 
The yellow group moves around the circle calling for the ball and moving it with their first touch to 
pass it with their second touch to a player outside the circle who does not have a ball (anticipation, 
communication and awareness) 
 

• Change roles after 1-2 min 
• Only use left/right foot 
• Only use inside/outside foot 
• Serve out of hands to thigh/chest 
• After passing the ball servers follow their pass to (passively) pressure the receiver on their 1st 

touch 
 

 
First touch Model Session 2 
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Possible Coaches Remarks: 

• “Know beforehand to whom you are going to play the ball” 
• “Try to use 2 touches only, the 1st touch to receive the ball and the 
• 2nd touch to pass it” 
• “Do not just move the ball side-ways, try to make a full turn sometimes” 

 
Concluding game: 

• 8 v 4 in centre circle, mandatory 2 touches to emphasise a quality 1st touch. 
• Blue and orange try to keep possession with yellow defending 
• Always position 1 or 2 ‘link’ players centrally 
• How long does it take for yellow to make 5 or 10 interceptions? Now blue defends and then 

orange 
• Who is the winner? 

Return	to	Model	Sessions	

Page	
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First touch Model Session 2 

 
2. Skill training component 

 
Positioning game 4 v 4 with 4 ‘wall’ players (8 v 4) in a 20m x 30m grid (depending on player’s ability). 
 
Mandatory 2 touches for all players including the ‘walls’ who must keep the ball moving (i.e. not 
allowed to stop the ball with their 1st touch). This simple restraint sees to it that each 1st touch must 
be perfect every time the player receives the ball. 
 
Possible Coaches Remarks: 

• “Move the ball with your 1st touch away from the defender(s)” 
• “Use body feints to disguise your intention” 
• “Make an angle when asking for the ball” 
• “Try to position yourself in such a way that you can see as much of the grid as possible” 
• “Scan your options before receiving the ball” 
• “Walls: help the players in the grid by coaching them”  

 
Step up 

• Reduce grid size 
Step down: 

• Increase grid size or go back to an easier positioning game (4 v 1; 3 v 1 or 4 v 2) 
 

 
First touch Model Session 2 
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3. Skill game 

 
4 v 4 with 4 walls (8 v 4) in a 20m x 30m grid with two 2m goals and a 5m-7m scoring zone at each end 
(see diagram) 
 
Game rules: 

• Mandatory 2 touches for every player (MUST touch the ball twice) 
• Walls not allowed to stop the ball or play to each other 
• Inside the scoring zone one touch finishes are allowed if the ball comes from the wall player 

between the goals 
• Change teams every 2-3 minutes or after a goal is scored. 
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Striking the ball Model Session 1 (short passing) 
 
1. Skill introduction 

 
In a grid of approximately 20m x 20m (dependent on group size) half of the players position 
themselves outside the grid without a ball and the other half with a ball inside. 
 
The players inside the grid dribble freely until they can pass to a ‘free’ player on the outside who then 
passes the ball back to the same player (see diagram A) 
 
Change roles every two minutes, players must use left / right foot on coaches’ call i.e. 2 min left foot 
only; then 2 min right foot only. 
 
Possible Coaches Remarks: 

• “Only pass the ball when the passing line is ‘open’ and make sure someone else is not passing 
to that player at the same time” 

• “Pass the ball precise and with the right speed” 
• “Look where you run when asking for the ball back and make an angle for the return pass” 
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Striking the ball Model Session 1 (short passing) 
 

• Next the players form pairs with one ball and position themselves at the edge of the grid, 3m 
on either side of the line (see diagram B) 

• The players move towards each other while playing one touch passes until they have reduced 
the distance to 1m-2m. Then they move backwards again continuing to pass until they have 
reached their starting position 

• Right foot only 
• Left foot only 
• Right-left alternately 

 
This exercise challenges the players to work on the ‘weight’ and accuracy of their pass using both feet 
over varying distances 
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Striking the ball Model Session 1 (short passing) 
 
Concluding tagging game 
 

• All players go into the same grid we used for the previous exercises. Half of them have a ball 
at their feet, the others are without ball 

• One player is appointed ‘tagger’ and carries a bib in their hand 
• The tagger can only tag a player without ball. If the tagger succeeds in tagging a player without 

ball, both swap roles 
• The players with ball can help their team-mates without ball by passing a ball to them when 

they are being chased by the tagger 
• Any balls that roll out of the grid may not be fetched back, so the passes need to be accurate. 

 
Variations to make easier or more difficult: 

• 2 or more taggers 
• More (or less) players with a ball 
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Striking the ball Model Session 1 (short passing) 

 
2. Skill training component - Positioning games 
 
Depending on the ability of your players, choose any of the 3 ‘basic’ positioning games i.e. 4 v 1; 3 v 1 
and 4 v 2. All have similar objectives but with varying degrees of resistance and complexity. 
 
See diagrams below: 
 

A. 4 v 1 (grid size 10m x 10m – 15m x 15m) 
B. 3 v 1 (depending on the level of the players) 

 
Possible Coaches Remarks: 
 

• “The player on the ball must always have a player to their left and right that they can play to” 
• “But do not stand in the corners, your angle is much smaller if you do that”” 
• With 3 v 1 this means that “you have to move each time the ball moves” (see diagram B) 
• “Position yourself in a way that you can see the whole grid” (“with your back to the line”) 
• “Play the ball to the proper foot of your team-mate (i.e. away from the defender) and with 

the proper speed and precision” 
 
Please note that 3 v 1 asks for a lot of running and is therefore quite exhausting for players this age. 

Use regular drink breaks to allow for recovery 
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Striking the ball Model Session 1 (short passing) 
 
4 v 2 (diagram C) grid size 12m x 12m – 15m x 15m depending on level of players 
 
Possible Coaches Remarks specifically for 4 v 2: 
 

• “Now the player on the ball must always have a player to their left, right and in between that 
they can pass to” 

• “Especially look to pass through the 2 defenders, that’s the most important pass! We call that 
the killer pass” 

 
Step up: 
Make the grid smaller 
Step down: 
Make the grid bigger 
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Striking the ball Model Session 1 (short passing) 
 
3. Skill game 

 
• 4 v 4 with 4 neutral players (walls) on a pitch of approximately 20m x 30m 
• 4 small goals placed as shown (2m wide) 
• The team in possession of the ball can use the wall players (8 v 4) 
• Rotate teams after 3 min or after each score: scorers stay on 
• Depending on level of the players: 2-3 touches max in order to get an emphasis on passing 

 
Possible progressions: 

• Wall players must play the ball direct 
• Goals count as double if scored by a so-called 3rd man combination (see diagram) 
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Back to Top Model Sessions – Game Training Phase  
Playing out from the back Model Session 1 
 
1. Warm-up: passing exercise 

 
• Players in game positions #2; 3/4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9/10; 11 as shown in diagram A 
• If the number of players allows/requires: a similar organisation on the other half of the pitch 
• Players #3 & #4 as well as the goalkeeper(s) at the starting position 
• The players pass the ball around in a ‘logical’ sequence (1-8) 

 
Possible Coaches Remarks: 
 

• “Follow your pass to the next position” 
• “Pass precision and ball speed” 
• “Now we go in the opposite direction” (to the right) 
• “Gradually increase your running speed” 
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Playing out from the back Model Session 1 
 

• “Here is another variation” (see diagram B) 
• “Now just improvise but use a logical order and every player must touch the ball” 

 
Progression: 
 

• A 2nd ball can be introduced when the first ball reaches the #9 
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Playing out from the back Model Session 1 
 
2. Positioning game: 7 v 4 

 
• 2 grids of approximately 30m x 30m (A & C) separated by a grid of 10m x 30m (B) 
• 2 groups of 4 outfield players 
• Yellow consisting of the players #2-3-4-5 
• Orange consisting of the players #7-8-10-11 
• #9 and #6 are neutral players who always play with the team in possession; #9 in grid B; #6 in 

the grid where the positioning game takes place (see diagram) 
• 2 goalkeepers positioned on each back line 
• Players #3-4-6 as much as possible in their game positions with #2 and #5 positioned on the 

edge of the grid 
• #1 yellow starts the game and yellow must try to get the ball to #9 but only #3; 4 or 6 can pass 

to #9 
• If yellow succeeds: start again with #1 yellow 
• If orange wins the ball in grid A, they must try to pass to #9 in grid B or their goalkeeper at the 

far end. All players then cross over to grid B where the game restarts with orange in possession 
and yellow defending 
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Playing out from the back Model Session 1 
 

• Now the orange team in prescribed positions (see diagram) 
 
Steps up or down: 

• Make grids bigger/smaller 
• Free/limited touches 
• Stop-start change of grids/‘flying’ change of grids 
• #9 must pass the ball back in to the hands of #1 

 
Remark: 
• Position the grids in ‘game realistic’ areas of the field (see diagram) 
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Playing out from the back Model Session 1 

 
3. Game training component: 

 
Yellow defence (#1-2-3-4-5) playing out from the back against orange attack (#7-9-11) 

• Goalkeeper (yellow #1) starts by serving the ball to one of the defenders  
• The objective for the yellow defenders (#2, #3, #4, #5) is to dribble the ball through one of the 

three gates (see yellow lines in diagram A) 
• Yellow team can also use #6, 8 and 10 as bouncers (see blue lines in diagram A) 
• If orange wins the ball, attack the goal and try to score (one attempt only) if orange loses the 

ball, the action has ended 
• Every restart is from yellow goalkeeper 

 
Progression (see diagram B): 

• Yellow #6 comes in as a player to help the yellow achieve their objective 
• Yellow #10 joins the orange team as a direct opponent of yellow #6 in the field 
• This leaves yellow #8 as the only ‘bouncer’ 
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Playing out from the back Model Session 1 
 
4. Training Game: 5 v 5 + goalkeeper 

 
• Yellow defends the big goal; orange defends the three gates on the halfway line 
• Orange: try to score in big goal 
• Yellow: try to score in one of the gates 
• Offside rule applies 
• Maintain the organisation/formations 
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Midfield play Model Session 1 
 
1. Warm-up: passing exercise (see diagram A) 

 
• Players in game positions as shown 
• At least 2 players in positions #3/#4, #10 and #9 
• #6 checks off and asks for the ball; #3 passes to #6 and coaches “turn” (1) 
• #6 receives & turns (2) and passes to #9 (3) 
• #9 bounces the ball to supporting #10 (4) 
• #10 turns away (5) and dribbles to the starting position of #3 (6) 
• All players move to the next position (“follow your ball”) 
• Now the same via the left side starting with #4 passing to #8 
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Variation 1 (see diagram B) 
 

• #8 checks off and asks for the ball; #4 passes to #8 and coaches “man on” (1) 
• #8 bounces the ball back to #4 (2) 
• #4 passes to #9 (3) who bounces to the supporting #10 (4) 
• #10 receives and turns (5) and dribbles to the starting position of #3 (6) 
• Player rotations are as follows: #4 then goes to where #8 was, #8 goes to #9, 
• #9 to #10, and #10 ends up at the beginning where the sequence was started 

 
Variation 2 

• Choice of two options for #6 and #8 depending on whether number 3 and 4 say “turn” or “man 
on” 

• Early cue from #3 and #4 is now essential 
 
Coaching points of attention: 

• Pass precision and pass direction (to proper foot; proper ball speed) 
• Tuning of actions 
• Anticipation & movement without ball 
• Verbal and non-verbal communication 
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Midfield play Model Session 1 
 
2. Positioning game: 6 v 3 

• Grid of approximately 30m x 30m (dependent on level of players) 
• 3 groups of 3; one group consisting of the midfield players #6-8-10 
• 6 players (orange and blue) keep possession against 3 defenders (yellow) 
• Always one ‘link’ player in the centre (preferably a midfielder) 
• Provide 4 options (left; right; central and far) for the player on the ball through proper 

positioning 
• When the group of 6 loses possession, the whole team of the player that turned over the ball 

must now defend 
 
Steps up or down: 

• Make grid bigger/smaller 
• Free/limited touches 
• Stop-start change of defenders 
• ‘Flying’ change of defenders 
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Midfield play Model Session 1 

 
3. Game training component: 

• Starting situation: 3 grids (A;B;C) players must stay in their designated area 
• Every attack starts with a pass from orange #3 in grid A to one of the midfielders 
• Orange midfielders #6-8-10 play in grid B against 2 opponents (3 v 2) and can use orange #9 

in grid C as a ‘bouncer’ 
• When one of the midfield players is free on the ball facing forward, they try to pass through 

one of the gates in grid C 
• When the yellow midfielders #16 or #18 win the ball, they try to pass through one of the gates 

in grid A 
Progression 1: 

• Add another yellow player in grid B (3 v 3) 
• 3 v 3 in grid B. #3 orange is now allowed to dribble into grid B and create a numerical 

advantage (4 v 3) 
Progression 2: 

• Remove the gates from grid C 
• Add a yellow defender (#13 yellow) in grid C against #9 orange. 
• One player from grid B can now enter into grid C to create a 2 v 1 situation 
• Finish on goal against a goalkeeper 

Progression 3: 
• Place the gates in grid A on back line 
• Add #4 orange and #19 yellow in grid A (2 v 1) 
• Every new action starts with the coach now serving the ball to orange #3 or #4 
• (see diagram) 
• If yellow recaptures the ball in grid A or B, #19 can score through the gates 

Progression 4: 
• Narrow the grids (width of the box) 
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Midfield play Model Session 1 
 
4. Training game - 7 v 7 (6 v 6 with goalkeepers): 
 

• Field long and narrow to emphasise midfield play through central axis 
• Both teams in a 1 (GK)-2-3-1 formation 
• Offside rule applies 
• Coaching ‘on the run’ 
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Attacking Model Session 1 (central areas) 
 
1. Warm-up: passing exercise (diagram A) 
 

• Players in game positions as shown in diagram A 
• At least 2 players on positions #3, #4 and #10 (also possible on the other positions) 
• #6 checks off and asks for the ball; #3 passes to #6 and coaches “turn” (1) 
• #6 receives and turns (2) followed by a pass to #9 (3) 
• #9 bounces with ‘3rd man’ #10 (4) who shoots at goal (5) 
• Players move to the next positions: #3 to #6; #6 to #10; #10 to #9; #9 jogs back to position #3 
• At the beginning the shot must be aimed towards the hands of the goalkeeper who rolls the 

ball back to #9, who dribbles it back to the starting position (6). 
• Now repeat the same with #4 passing to #8, etc. 
• Gradually increase the shooting power (it’s still warming-up!) 
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Attacking Model Session 1 (central areas) 
  
Introduce a variation (see diagram B) 

• Give #9 the option to bounce with #10 (4a/5a) or turn away and finish themselves (4b/5b) 
 
Coaches focus points 

• Pass precision and pass direction (to proper foot; proper ball speed) 
• Tuning of actions 
• Anticipation & movement without ball 
• Verbal and non-verbal communication 
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Attacking Model Session 1 (central areas) 
 
2. Positioning game: 5 v 4 
 

• A grid of approximately 30m x 30m (dependent on level of players) 
• 2 groups of 4 outfield players; one group consisting of the players #6-8-9-10 
• 2 goalkeepers positioned behind each back line 
• 5 (yellow) keep possession against 4 (orange) 
• Players as much as possible in their game positions, with #10 in the middle (see diagram) 
• Provide 4 options (left; right; central and far) for the player on the ball through proper 

positioning 
• When orange wins the ball, they must try to pass to their goalkeeper, the game continues with 

orange in possession and yellow defending 
• If a yellow player passes the ball out of the grid, the coach immediately serves a new ball to 

the orange goalkeeper 
 
Steps up or down: 
• Make grid bigger/smaller 
• Free/limited touches 
 
Remark: 
• Position the grid in a ‘game realistic’ area of the field (see diagram on the right) 
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Attacking Model Session 1 (central areas) 
 

3. Game training component: 
 
• Starting situation: two grids A & B with the players positioned as shown in diagram on the 

right 
• The players must stay in their designated areas 
• An attack starts with a pass from #3 to one of the yellow midfield players #6-8-10 
• They play in grid A against 2 orange opponents (3 v 2) and must try to get one player into 

grid B 
• In grid B stands yellow striker #9 and one orange defender 
• The yellow midfielders can dribble into grid B (when free) or use #9 as a bouncer 
• In grid B yellow must utilise the 2 v 1 numerical advantage and score 
• Offside applies in grid B 
• When the defenders win the ball in grid A, they can score in two small goals (one counter 

attack only, then restart) 
 
Progression: 

• Add 3rd orange player in grid A, #3 yellow now either passes or dribbles with ball into grid A 
to create a 4 v 3 situation 
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Attacking Model Session 1 (central areas) 
 

4. Training game: 5 v 5 + goalkeeper 
 

• Yellow team attacks the big goal, orange can score in the small goals 
• Normal rules, including offside 
• Yellow team in 1(DF)-3(MF)-1(FW) formation 
• Orange team in GK-2(DF)-3(MF) formation 
• Coaching ‘on the run’ 
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Attacking Model Session 2 (wide areas) 

 
1. Warm-up: passing exercise 

 
• Players in their game positions (see diagram) 
• Right side players (yellow) and left side players (orange) opposite of one another but not 

interfering with each other 
• Minimum 2 players in the positions #3 & #4 
• In case of bigger numbers: set up a similar organization on the other wing 
• Yellow works from top down; orange from bottom up (#7 yellow passes to #4 orange who 

starts the same combination in the opposite direction till #11 orange passes the ball again to 
yellow #3) 

• All players follow their pass to the next position but only on their own team 
• i.e. After pass 5 to orange #4, yellow #7 goes to the position of yellow #3 (same for orange 

#11: to position #4). 
• Start with prescribed pattern (as shown) 
• Introduce a 2nd (3rd?) pattern 
 
Progression: 
• Now yellow passes with passive resistance of orange: choose the right option depending on 

the defensive positioning of the opposing players (this option is for advanced players only) 
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Attacking Model Session 2 (wide areas) 
 

2. Positioning game: 7 v 4 
 

• 2 grids of approximately 30m x 30m (A & C) separated by a grid of 5m x 30m (B) 
• 2 groups of 4 outfield players 
• Yellow consisting of the players #2-3-6-7 
• Orange consisting of the players #4-5-8-11 
• #9 and #10 are neutral players who always play with the team in possession; one in grid B the 

other in the grid where the positioning game takes place (see diagram) 
• 2 goalkeepers positioned on each back line 
• #7 (yellow) keep possession against #4 (orange) 
• Players as much as possible in their game positions (especially the team in BP) 
• Provide 4 options (left; right; central and far) for the player on the ball through proper 

positioning 
• When orange wins the ball in grid A, they must try to pass to #9 in grid B or their goalkeeper 

at the far end 
• If they succeed, all players cross over to grid C where the game continues with orange in 

possession and yellow defending 
• If a yellow player passes the ball out of the grid, the coach immediately serves a new ball to 

the orange goalkeeper and the game restarts in grid C with possession for orange 
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Attacking Model Session 2 (wide areas) 
 
Steps up or down: 
 

• Make grids bigger/smaller 
• Free/limited touches 
• Stop-start change of grids 
• ‘Flying’ change of grids 

 
Remark: 

• Position the grids in ‘game realistic’ areas of the field (see diagram on the right) 
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Attacking Model Session 2 (wide areas) 
 
More wing play options: 

• The full-back overlaps the winger to create a 2 v 1 (situation 3) 
• The winger bounces with the full-back and becomes the 3rd man via a combination with #9 

or #10 (situation 4) 
The option selected by the attacking player often depends on the action of the defender. The coach 
may need to help the players develop their awareness and insight to select the most effective option. 
 
Communication between the players is essential. 
 
Also pay attention to the positioning and finishing of #9 & #10 
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Attacking Model Session 2 (wide areas) 
 

4. Training game: 5 v 5 + goalkeepers 
 
• The field is positioned in a wide area of the full pitch (see diagram) 
• Pitch length: box to box (70m) 
• Pitch width: central axis to sideline (35m), divided by the halfway line 
• Two portable goals (or poles) placed as shown (balls next to the goals) 
• The coach with balls on the halfway line 
• Offside rule applies! 
• Players in their usual ‘game positions’ 
• In this particular game, it means that the right side of the team (#2-3-6-7) + striker #9 plays 

against the left side of the team (#4-5-8-11) + central midfielder #10. It is essential that the 
coach maintains realistic positions relative to a full field game (this explains the positions of 
the goals) 

• #9 and #10 to change teams halfway through the game 
• By setting the game up this way, wing play will automatically be emphasized 
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Disturbing and Pressuring Model Session 1 
 

1. Warm-up: passing exercise 
 

• Players #2; 3; 4; 5; 6 & 8 yellow and #7; 9; 10 & 11 orange position themselves as shown in 
diagram A 

• At least two players at the starting position (yellow #3) 
• At the coach’s signal, #3 starts the passing drill as shown (1-6) with the yellow players 

following their pass to the next position/cone 
• As the ball moves the orange attackers must move as a unit too, keeping their relative 

distances the same 
• After pass 1 they must be in the positions indicated by the dotted arrows in diagram A 
• Orange #7 must be in a position where they can pressure both #4 and #8 yellow when the ball 

is on the opposite side (e.g. with yellow #2) 
• Every new pass all four orange players shift and adjust their positions 
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Disturbing and Pressuring Model Session 1 
 

• At pass 4 the positions of the orange players are as shown in diagram B 
 
Progression: 

• Increase passing and running speed 
• Sudden change of pass direction on coach’s call (#3 yellow to #4; #4 to #5 etc.) 
• Introduce a second passing sequence 
• Free instead of prescribed passing sequence 

 
Remark: 

• Rotate the four attackers regularly with another group of attackers 
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Disturbing and Pressuring Model Session 1 

 
2. Positioning game: 7 v 4 
 

• A grid of approximately 40m x 40m 
• 2 teams, orange and yellow 
• Yellow consisting of the outfield players #2-3-4-5-6 and the goalkeeper’s #1 and #22. Orange 

consisting of the players #7-9-10-11 
• Goalkeeper #1 in the goal; #22 positioned on the opposite back line (see diagram on the right) 
• Players as much as possible in their game positions 
• #1 yellow starts the game and yellow must try to pass the ball on the ground to #22 
• #22 must pass the ball back to #1 who must catch the ball inside the 6 yard box 
• If they succeed, #1 starts again (1 point for yellow) 
• If orange wins the ball they try to score (2 or 3 points for a goal) 
• If #1 yellow doesn’t catch the ball inside the 6 yard box, the coach immediately serves a ball 

to orange 
 
Steps up or down: 

• Make the grid bigger/smaller 
• Free/limited touches for the yellow outfield players 
• Free/limited touches (1/2) for yellow #22 
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3. Game training component: 5 v 3 

 
• A grid of approximately 50m x 50m divided by a halfway line (see diagram A) 
• Yellow defence (#1-2-3-4-5) playing out from the back, orange attack (#7-9-11) must disrupt 

and pressure yellow’s possession 
• Goalkeeper (yellow #1) starts every action by serving the ball to #2-3-4 or #5 
• The defenders combine till one player can run with the ball across the back line 
• The orange team must prevent this and try to win the ball 
• If orange wins the ball “attack the goal and try to score” (one attempt only). 
• If orange loses the ball the action has ended 
• The offside rule applies 

 
Possible Coaches Remarks: 

• “Work as a unit, keeping your relative distances short” 
• “Press the player with the ball” 
• “Mark/pressure the players closest to the ball and leave the ones which are the furthest away 

free” 
• “You must stay in your positions and keep your formation” 

 
Step up/down (for orange!) 

• Make the pitch wider/narrower 
• Free/limited touches (2/3) for yellow 
• Free/limited time for yellow to get the ball across the back line 
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Progression: 

• When the ball has crossed the halfway line of the grid, yellow can now score by passing 
through one of the two gate(s) positioned on the back line 

 
Option 1 (diagram B): 

• Two 5m gates on the wings: this invites yellow to play out using their full-backs. 
The coach focuses on coaching orange how to prevent/disrupt this 

 
Option 2 (diagram C): 

• One central 5m-7m gate (diagram C): this invites yellow to play out using their central 
defenders. The coach focuses on coaching orange how to prevent/disrupt this 
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Disturbing and Pressuring Model Session 1 
 

4. Training Game: 6 v 6 + goalkeepers (see diagram) 
 
• Orange is the team the coach focuses on with regards to disrupting/pressuring. It consists of 

a GK and the MF’s #6, 8 and 10 and the FW’s #7, #9, and #11 (formation 1-3-3) 
• Yellow consists of a GK and the DF’s #2, 3, 4 and 5 plus a holding MF #16 and the FW #19 

(formation 1-4-1-1) 
• It is important that the coach sees to it that the formations stay intact 
• Offside rule applies 

 
Variation: 

• Orange defends two small goals in wide areas instead of the big goal 
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Back to Top 
Coaching Courses  

 

COMMUNITY COACHING COURSES 
Nepean FA generally program coaching clinic’s by the start of the season and there may well 
be other courses offered up after the season commences. Nepean offer a course to suit 
every coach of every age group. Registration for these courses is via; 

https://www.playfootball.com.au/coach/find-a-course 

 

 

 

 

COMMUNITY PATHWAY COURSES LINK 
https://www.playfootball.com.au/coach/community-pathway 
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Back to Top 

2021 Field Lay Out 
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Back to Top 

Coaching Resources 
1. MiniRoos - National Playing Formats and Rules 

Web: https://www.playfootball.com.au/sites/play/files/2018-01/14701_football_aldi-
miniroos-collateral_playing-formats-rules.pdf 

2. Springwood United Resources 
Constitution, By-Laws, Policies and other information can be found on the clubs web site 
Web: https://www.springwoodunited.com.au/resources/coaching-resources/ 
 

3. FFA Coaching Resources 
Web: https://www.playfootball.com.au/coach 

 
4. 1-4-3-3 Formation Rationale - Football Federation Australia  

Web: http://www.klufc.org.au/publications/ffa-1-4-3-3-formation-rationale 
 

5. Ubersense: Video Analysis & Sports Coaching App 

Record. Analyze. Improve. 
Athletes and coaches in over 40 sports use Ubersense to improve through slow motion video 
analysis. You too can use your iPhone, iTouch or iPad camera to record and breakdown your 
sporting technique to get instant slow motion 

Web http://www.ubersense.com/  
 

6. Soccer Coaches Clipboard 
Apple App: https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/soccer-coachs-clipboard/id321311001?mt=8  
 

7. Soccer Psychology Tips 
Web: http://www.soccerpsychologytips.com/  

 

References  
 
FFA National Curriculum: 

https://s3-ap-southeast-
2.amazonaws.com/store.ffa.football/Play+Football+PDF+Documents+DEC+2017/FFA+National+Cu
rriculum.pdf 
 
 


